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Why Rihanna
Is My Favorite
Person

and she should be yours too

R

ihanna is an icon, and there’s
no other way to put it. From her hit
music to her inclusive lingerie line
to her volunteer work, Rihanna is
someone worth emulating. Her fashion risks never fail to amaze me and
overall demeanor oozes of genuine
kindness.
Rihanna is confident in her body,
and she strengthens the confidence
of millions of women with her message of body positivity. Her beauty
doesn’t end there. A few days ago
on March 21st, Rihanna’s charity,
the Clara Lionel Foundation, donated $5 million to help in the global
fight against the coronavirus. This
generous donation will be used to
purchase medical supplies, help
food banks, and speed up testing for
the most vulnerable in the U.S., the
Caribbean, and parts of Africa.
I recently caught up on November’s
issue of Vogue and the cover story
was on Rihanna. I knew her makeup line, Fenty Beauty, was a giant
success, but never fully grasped why.
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I quickly learned that Rihanna
flipped the cosmetics industry
upside down. Fenty Beauty actually sells foundation for every
skin tone. I’m serious! Before the
“Fenty effect,” make-up brands
typically offered 12 foundation
shades. Rihanna shook this up
entirely by offering over forty!
(That alone should make Rihanna your new favorite person.)
Now, companies like Dior, CoverGirl, and Revlon are following
the 40-shade standard.
In honor of Rhianna’s sheer
amazingness, here are four of
my favorite red carpet looks
she has served with such grace.
And carrying with the theme
of make-up, I listed my favorite
makeup and skincare products
in the following articles.

Met Gala
2014

Here Rihanna is wearing a Stella
McCartney two-piece dress that beautifully framed her wing tattoo at the 2014 Met
Gala. Her simple jewelry balanced perfectly
with her jewel-covered neckline. A high
messy up-do completed the flawless look.

Photo: Rex Images

Grammy’s
2015

Photo: Getty Images

Rihanna wore this Giambattista Valli
Couture dress for the 2015 Grammy’s.
Her look was the subject of countless
memes. Rihanna is never afraid to take
giant risks and proved so with this giant
dress. Truthfully, I love everything
about this two-tiered, bubble gum pink
gown! The simple makeup and hair
allowed the singer’s smile to shine
4
in the spotlight.

Met Gala
2018

Rihanna posed in a John Galliano royal
robe topped with a papal miter. The
hand-beaded dress weighed over 50
pounds! Her glittery red-bottoms coupled with diamond anklets made for a
truly, heavenly moment.

Photo: Getty Images

CFDA Awards

2014
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Rhianna broke the internet yet again in this Adam Selman sheer gown. The dress is covered in over 200,000
Swarovski crystals. Each crystal was individually sewn by
20 seamstresses. It takes a special person to (1) have the
guts to wear this and (2) look dang good in it. A matching
head scarf and gloves topped with a faux fur scarf left little
to the imagination. Forever one of Rihanna’s most iconic
fashion moments.
Photo: Getty Images

NATURAL MAKE UP LOOK
PRIMER

LAURA GELLER BEAUTY
Spackle Under Make-Up
Primer
$32
(Macys.com)

B R OWS
REVLON
Color Stay Brow Pencil
$8.99
(Ulta.com)

LIPS

GLOSSIER
Clear Lip Gloss
$14.00
(Glossier.com)

F O UN D AT I O N
DOLL 10 BEAUTY
HydraLuz Smoothing
Foundation
$44
(Doll10Beauty.com)

L ASH ES

BARE MINERALS
Lash Domination Volumizing
Mascara
$20
(Sephora.com)

BRONZER

BAREMINERAL
Endless Summer Bronzer
Pressed Matte Powder Bronze
$29
(bareMinerals.com)

C O NCEA LER

JULEP COSMETICS
Julep Cusion Complexion 5 in 1
Skin Perfector with Turmeric
$16
(Target.com)
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BLUSH

MAYBELINE
Dream Mousse Blush
40 Soft Plum
$9
(Walmart.com)

EYE
S H AD O W
NYX
Ultimate Shadow
Palette
$18
(Ulta.com)
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I

sat down with my little
sister, Meg, to talk beauty, that
is feeling beautiful. Meg’s
practice of yoga and passion
for health sciences have
collided; from this collision,
came a kinder definition of
beauty. I feel honored to have
interviewed Meg and could not
think of a more beautiful
human to be feature in our first
Feel Beautiful Issue.

As for my non-furry family, I have two
older sisters and a brother. I am the
baby of the family and apparently,
I get away with a lot more than my
older siblings did! My parents are my
rock. They are the most supportive,
knowledgeable, loving, and dedicated beings in the world. I love the
close bond me and my family share.
Hobbies of mine include art, travel,
volunteering, yoga, and lounging
at the beach. My favorite season is
summer because I get to live down
the shore in Long Beach Island (LBI)
and enjoy the company of my family,
friends, and the beautiful beach setting.

Q: Tell me about college life.
Q: Tell the world about
yourself.
A: I’m from Medford, NJ; it's a little,
quaint town with lots of trees, lakes,
and nature trails. Some people say
it is in the middle of nowhere, but
I like to think of it as my very own
homey, a desolate habitat.
I have four dogs; Fletcher, Maui,
Oakley, and Chewy. Fletcher, however, is my very favorite. You can
always find me cuddling him whenever I get the chance.

A: I am just finishing up my first year of
undergraduate school at Nova Southeastern University which is located in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. I have really
enjoyed my first year and am looking
forward to the years to come. Nova is
certainly the perfect environment for
me: sunny weather, amazing beaches, good vibes, and relaxed peers! I
am studying public health with a prehealth minor. I am also in the Dual-Admission Physician Assistant Program,
so I am on the Pre-PA track. It is certainly going to be quite the ride with
classes, but I am eager to keep learning and growing.
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A: Growing up with two medical-oriented parents certainly exposed me
to all aspects of health science and
the medical field. Their love and passion for the field inspired me, especially my momma who is a Physician
Assistant - one of the first certified in
the state of NJ! My earliest memory
would be when I was about 4 years
old and my mom brought me to her
job at the time, which was at a gynecology office. I never had so much
fun rolling around the hall on the
doctor’s spinning chair and touching all the equipment. Since then,
I have shadowed and volunteered
in health science environments like
hospitals and doctors’ offices. Later
on, I was fortunate to go on a medical mission trip to Peru and then last
March I went on another to Ecuador.
Both of these experiences strengthened my desire to become a health
professional. I really believe I am my
best self when I’m helping others,
so health sciences is the channel in
which I can be my best self.
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“

I really believe I am my best
self when I’m helping
others, so health sciences is
the channel in which I can
be my best self.

“

Q: Why health sciences?

Q: What are your career
aspirations?
A: I aspire to be a Physician Assistant (PA).
This profession is so appealing to me
because it consists of variety. PAs can go
from working in an emergency room to
delivering babies to practicing dermatology; they don’t specialize in certain fields,
rather, they learn it all! I really enjoy the
fields of dermatology, gynecology, pediatrics, and psychiatry. I long to travel and
continue to bring medical aid and relief
to underserved populations. I also am
interested in getting my master’s in public
health. Understanding the health inequities, disparities, and contributing factors
existing in various populations allows for
compassion and true comprehension. I
want to be the best medical professional
that I can be and apply my knowledge to
shorten health gaps across the globe.
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Q: What prompted you to
become a yoga insructor?
A: It was kind of an in-the-moment decision. I had been practicing for a while, not religiously, but
I knew that yoga and meditation
made me feel some type of way.
After leaving classes, I would generally feel happier and everything
seemed much clearer. It was last
Mother’s Day when my mom and
I began contemplating doing the
training together and signed up
for it that summer. I am so grateful for the experience, especially
because I shared it with my momma. It was A LOT of work, but it is
totally worth it!!
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Q: What type of yoga do you
teach?
A: I teach all types of yoga including
refine & flow, yin, vibrant vinyasa, and
restorative. I like an upbeat pace and
usually make my students sweat! Vibrant vinyasa and refine & flow are certainly my favorites. However, I do like it
slow it down with deep stretching and
relaxation in yin and restorative. Honestly, yoga is your own practice. I don’t
really like putting names of types of
classes I conduct because it is really a
mixture of it all!

Q: When did you become
a yoga instructor? Run me
through the process of becoming a certified yoga instructor.
A: Last summer (2019) I became an
instructor. It was a 200-hour YTT (yoga
teacher training) in Long Beach Island, NJ. It took up my whole summer,
we had class almost every day of the
week. This included learning poses,
making art, reflecting, and much more.
The group we had was amazing and
we grew so close. I call them all of
my “yoga mommies”. In August, right
before college, I graduated from yoga
school on the beach in a white dress
and surrounded by vibrant flowers –
that was certainly one of the best days
of my life so far.
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“

“

The mind is just as important
as the limbs attached to your
body. It takes a lot more to
sculpt your mind than it does
to sculpt a six-pack.

Q: I know that Mom went
through the same training
and graduated yoga school
with you. How did sharing
that experience with your
mother affect your relationship?
A: Yes! It was everything and more.
We certainly had a strong relationship before YTT but it made that relationship even stronger. It was really
special because, as the last one of
my siblings going to college, she
got so much extra time with me (and
I with her) before I left for Florida.
We definitely got on each other’s
nerves sometimes, but that is a mother-daughter relationship! She impressed me so much and encouraged
me to go above and beyond. She is
literally so amazing – my number 1
role model.

Q: How does yoga tie into
your health science major?
A:Yoga and health sciences certainly have a synergy. I believe that with
the proper medical care, holistic and
medical treatment can work hand
in hand. Three papers I have written
have all tied in this aspect. Right now,
I am researching the effect of yoga
therapy and mindfulness on drug addiction recovery. It’s so wonderful that
all my interests are coming together.
Mindfulness and yoga are becoming
more and more popular, especially
among those who need it (and EVERYONE needs it). The mind is just
as important as the limbs attached to
your body. It takes a lot more to sculpt
your mind than it does to sculpt a sixpack.
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A: Certainly. A lot of people think
that to do yoga you need to be flexible, look perfect, hold poses, and
constantly breathe. Yoga is not about
appearance, how flexible you are,
how you look on the outside, how
long you hold a plank, or how many
breathes you take. Yoga is about
feeling. Feeling your internal body.
Once you tune into yourself and
ignore the negative dialogue in your
mind, that is where the real beauty is
felt. Trust me, when you feel beautiful
inside, it will shine on the outside in
countless ways other than your physical appearance. If you are yourself,
you are beautiful.
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“

Yoga is not about
appearance, how flexible
you are, how you look on
the outside, how long you
hold a plank, or how many
breathes you take. Yoga is
about feeling. Feeling your
internal body.

“

Q:Do you think yoga can
help people feel more
beautiful? How?

Q:How do you define
beauty?
A: Beauty is being your whole self,
without any restrictions. I used to
struggle with body image and beauty
growing up as a pretty chubby child.
However, societal norms regarding
beauty are not real norms. In fact, they
are not norms at all. Wear that crop
top, those low wasted jeans, or that
bikini. Run with your sports bra on
and spandex if you want to! When I sit
down, I have a belly roll. There is nothing wrong with that. As long as you
are taking care of yourself and your
health, no one should be judging
your beauty. The real beauty is again
found within. Being a beautiful human
cannot be reached through the application of makeup or plastic surgery.
Everyone finds their beauty in own
ways, but it all starts in the heart.

Q:What makes you feel beautiful?
A: When people compliment me on
my personality, spirit, and energy, I
feel very beautiful. However, on my
own, I feel beautiful too and knowing
that your beautiful makes you that
much more beautiful. My favorite
thing to do is put on baggy jeans, my
butterfly shirt with no bra, no makeup,
and no shoes. I like to sit on the floor,
paint, listen to music, and enjoy

my own presence. I smile, laugh, and
dance around. That to me is my own
beauty.

Q:What would you consider
your most beautiful asset?
A: I think my most internal beautiful
asset is my vibrant spirit. Externally, I
love my green eyes and lengthy lashes. Honestly, as I talk about this it is a
little difficult to mention my specific
assets because such an unnecessary
stigma surrounds the topic of seeing
yourself as beautiful. Many people
criticize themselves constantly. Rather
than looking at the present beauty,
they dig for a flaw. So, disregarding
that stigma and being proud of my
beauty, I will name some other things
that are beautiful about myself.

My imperfection is beauty.

My sassy, fiery, fierce personality
is beauty.

My noticing of my worth and
potential is beauty.

My gratitude and my self-sacrifice to others is beauty.
I am beauty.
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Q:KIND FASHION is all about
spreading kindness. How has yoga
helped you do this?
A: Kindness, like beauty, is found within. Yoga
can spark this kindness and it certainly rekindled mine. By sharing my practice, my energy,
and my spirit with my fellow yogis is spreading
kindness because I am lighting that fire within them, or at least aiding in it! Yoga has also
taught me to resist making snap judgments
and channeling negative energy. Energy is very
real. Kindness can be spread through so much
in yoga, but those are the main ways for me!
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“

“

Kindness, like beauty,
is found within. Yoga
can spark this kindness and it certainly
rekindled mine.
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FAVORITE SKINC
D AI LY
M O I S T UR I Z E R

C L EA N S ER

This cleanser gets mildly
foamy and cleans deep
into your pores. My face
feels fresh and ready to
conquer the day after
washing.

Say goodbye to blotchy skin. This
moisturizer s a life-saver during the
summer months. If you’re like me and
don’t wear make-up in the summer, try
this moisturizer. It has SPF built into the
formula, so no need to worry about
sticky sunscreen that can affect your
sensitive skin.

NEUTROGENA NATURALS
Purifying Facial Cleanser
$7.99
(Neutrogena.com)

AVEENO
Daily Face Moisturizer SPF 15
$18.99
(Ulta.com)

AT- H O M E
FAC I AL

FACE MAS KS

This set of metallic masks
are super fun. Each mask
is cruelty-free and leaves
your skin looking golden.
The set serves as a great
gift for the skin-care lover
in your life.

BAREMINERALS
Little Gems Set
Purifying Facial Cleanser
$29.00

FAC E O I L
This face oil is made
of plant extracts and
is great for dry skin. I
sprinkle a few drops on
before heading to bed
to rehydrate my skin.
Sometimes, I even apply some in the middle
of a cold winter day
when my skin needs a
pick-me-up!
THE GOLDEN ELIXIR
Phytoactive Face Oil
$88.00
(thegoldenelixir.com)
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This magical cream
is composed of
a million little
beads bursting
with hydration. I
take one pump,
massage my face
with it, and let it
sit for only one
minute. It’s a quick
and easy facial that
helps me remove
make-up residue.

KAPLAN MD
Diamond Contour
Supercharged 1 Minute
Daily Facial
$85.00
(kaplanmd.com)

CARE PRODUCTS
N I GH T MAS K

SHOWER
S CRU B

I use this mask maybe once a
week. It’s my special-occasionyou-deserve-this-it’s-been-along-week-treat-yourself mask.
The best way I can describe this
product is as follows: image
your skin getting tucked into a
cool, watery blanket after surviving a long, hot day of tanning
on the beach.

I bought this product by
accident and I’m happy I
did. This is a great shower
scrub that exfoliates your
skin and leaves it silky
smooth. You can even use
it on dry cracked hands
and feet during an athome mani-pedi session.

OLAY
Overnight Gel Mask
$26.99
(Olay.com)

CREPE ERASE
Exfoliating Body Polish
$39.00
(QVC.com)

D AI LY
C L E ANS E R
This cleanser is in my shower at
all times. It removes unwanted
dirt and leaves your skin feeling and looking happy.

T O N ER

The Kinara toner
is the most gentle
toner I have come
across. It has has
a faint sweet scent
and leaves your
skin feeling squeaky
clean.
KINARA//Olga Lorencin
Skin Care
Dry Skin Toner
$42.00
(dermstore.com)

NEUTROGENA
Hydro Boost Exfoliating Cleanser
$7.99
(target.com)

AC N E
WAS H

This oil-free cream cleanser is
AMAZING. It is my go-to face wash after a full day of make-up. The cleanser
is soft on your skin and takes its job of
cleaning out pores very seriously.
NEUTROGENA
Oil-Free Acne Wash Cream Cleanser
$8.49
(neutrogena.com)
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